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CONFERENCE SUB-THEMES:
1. Engaging for Change, Changing for Engagement
   (to cover issues around impacts on students' life, impact on community empowerment - sustainability and civic responsibility)

2. Building The World We Dream About: Innovative Pedagogy in The Field
   (to cover issues around curriculum, pedagogy, students reflection, tackling local & global problems)

3. Designing Public Interest: Bridging Teaching, Scholarship and Research for Service-Learning,
   (to cover element of research in S-L)

4. Navigating and Negotiating Service-Learning World: Deeper Collaboration and Cooperation for Better Outcomes
   (to cover issues of networking and partnership with universities and NGOs)

5. Other topics related to the conference theme

DAY 1
31 May 2017

- Engaging Service-Learning: The Nuts and Bolts of Designing and Implementing Service-Learning Experience for Students
  Dr. Florence Mc. Carthy (President of Diversity, South Korea)

- Advancing Networking for Service-Learning Action: Growing Together
  Dr. Weng Wai Ching Angela (Director of Programme, United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia)

- Leaders' Untold Stories: Engaging Service-Learning and Educating the Heart
  Prof. Ir. Rolly Irman, M.A.Sc., Dr.Eng. (Rector of Petra Christian University, Indonesia)

- Prof. Junko Hibiya (President of International Christian University, Japan)

DAY 2
1 June 2017

- Making an Impact: Preparing Future Leaders in Asia Through Service Learning
  Jekuk Chang, Ph.D. (President of Dongseo University, South Korea)

- Service-Learning and Career Development: An Opportunity for Students Success
  Prof. Edward Chen (Chairman of the Board, Hong Kong University Professional and Continuing Education - HKU SPACE)

- Cultivating Fruitful Life: Connecting Actions, Values, Minds, and Students’ Experience
  Dr. Hana Amalia Vandyagyan Arinarta, D.Min. (Founder and President of Yayasan Pondok Kash, Indonesia)

- Dr. Carol Na (Senior Fellow (Service-Learning) & Senior Lecturer, SMU University, Senior Consultant (Service-Learning), Lingnan University)

Abstract submission deadline: 20 January 2017
Acceptance notification: 17 February 2017

- Faculty members, students, teachers, practitioners, scholars, service-learning experts are welcome to offer both global and local perspectives on the idea and the implementation of service-learning in a wide range of social and cultural contexts.
- Traveling grants for participants who need support are available.

There is an opportunity to publish in Citizenship Teaching and Learning Journal (Scopus Indexed) for selected papers.

For further information: aprcsl2017.petra.ac.id.
It is a privilege for Petra Christian University (PCU) to host the 6th Asia-Pacific Regional Conference on Service-Learning (APRCSL) in Surabaya, Indonesia on 28 May – 2 June 2017. The significance of Service-Learning (S-L) in education has been an essential element of pedagogy. Previous conferences have highlighted insightful perspectives towards the implementation of S-L in the academic context. Yet, the field of S-L still has a lot of pedagogic aspects to explore, one of which is how students can make full use of S-L in developing qualities such as living a meaningful life by loving and serving others. We believe that it can only be achieved by educating the heart. As Aristotle once said, “Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.” With this idea in mind, we chose the theme of this conference as “Educating the Heart: Nurturing a Fruitful Life through Service-Learning.” Without educating the heart, it would be an arduous task to impart the knowledge that fruitful and meaningful life means loving and serving others. The theme is really giving insights on the evaluation of the impacts of S-L to students, to faculty, and the community partners being served besides exploring new ideas and obtaining valuable experiences on Service-Learning.

There are more than 200 participants coming from more than 30 institutions. All of them hail from 16 countries including South Korea, Japan, Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, Hong Kong, Taiwan, India, Australia, The United Kingdom, United States of America, and Indonesia. We believe that the diverse backgrounds of the presenters in this conference could enlarge our horizon on the various aspects of Service-Learning in the academic context, and inspire us to think new in implementing these aspects in our institutions.

The 6th APRCSL initiates the publication of the presenters' full paper in SHS Web of Conferences Proceedings. Among these presented papers, we have selected 30 papers for a publication after being peer-reviewed. These selected papers have reflected five sub-themes of parallel sessions of 6th APRCSL 2017, i.e. engaging for change, changing for engagement; building the world we dream about: innovative pedagogy in the field; designing public interest: bridging teaching, scholarship and research for service – learning; navigating and negotiating service-learning world: deeper collaboration and cooperation for better outcomes; and other topics related to the conference theme.

Significant time and effort is required to organize a conference and publish a proceeding volume. We wish to extend our gratitude and appreciation to all authors for their cooperation and contributions, keynote speakers, session chairs, manuscript reviewers, and conference attendees for their enthusiastic participation and contributions. Financial support from United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia, International Association for Research on Service-Learning and Community Engagement, and Nippon Paint is gratefully acknowledged.

It is our earnest hope that this volume will serve as a valuable resource for service-learning teachers, students, researchers, community partners, administrators, and educational policy makers to critically evaluate and illuminate the impacts of service-learning and community engagement on students, faculty, and community partners and, most importantly, on the social, cultural, and economic issues they seek to transform.
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